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Remote families fear
the price of ‘freedom’
Like it or not, alcohol bans have kept violence at
bay in some Aboriginal communities
ERNEST HUNTER

NEW ZEALAND HERALD

New Zealand’s Prime Minister John Key, left, congratulates his deputy and Finance Minister, Bill English, after he handed down this year’s budget in May

Ditching impediments to
growth no easy task for Key
NZ has much to overcome to achieve
the desired pace of economic reform
ADAM CREIGHTON

A SHORT distance from the elegant pastel apartments lining
Wellington’s harbour, a fleet of
silver BMWs ferry New Zealand’s
politicians between meetings.
At trendy cafes lining the city’s
neatly manicured streets, smartly
dressed workers take in the news,
dominated in late September by
the scintillating saga of Kim
Dotcom, the obese German
internet multi-millionaire who
donated funds to a prominent
politician.
The Windy City, as Wellington
is accurately known, does not
seem to be the capital of a country
with a national income per person
about 40 per cent below Australia’s. In the Beehive, the nerve
centre of the country’s public administration, Bill English, NZ’s
affably dour Finance Minister and
Deputy Prime Minister, outlines
the government’s achievements.
‘‘We only had one crack at tax
reform because of the lingering
sense of crisis after the GFC,’’ says
English, singling out tax reforms
asthe biggest accomplishment
since defeating Helen Clark’s government in 2008.
NZ increased its goods and services tax to 15 per cent from 12.5 per
cent in 2010, cut income tax,
including reducing the top rate to
33 per cent, and reduced company
tax to 28 per cent.
‘‘We talked about it in terms
people understood clearly and
gave them time to understand the
logic,’’ he adds, suggesting similar
reforms would be possible in Australia with commensurate political
determination and skill.
‘‘The New Zealand public
understands the need for reform;
there’s no confusion like there is in
Australia,’’ he says, observing

incredulously that the Gillard government appears to be planning a
‘‘spending binge’’.
Rebuilding Christchurch after
last year’s tragic earthquakes,
bringing public spending down to
about 30 per cent of national
income and restoring NZ’s competitiveness are his government’s
biggest priorities. It won’t be easy.
Already, government spending
is more than 40 per cent of GDP in
NZ, compared with Australia’s
35 per cent. And the financial cost
of the earthquakes blew a $13 billion hole in the budget, pushing up
the deficit last year to 9 per cent,
about three times Australia’s.
Roderick Deane, the former
deputy governor of the Reserve
Bank of New Zealand and now a
director of Woolworths, tells
Inquirer ‘‘the government has
failed to get a grip on the fiscal situation’’, pointing to excessive
public-sector wages, headcount
and bureaucratic meddling.
Michael Bassett, a political historian and former minister in the
reformist Lange Labour government of the 1980s, says English’s
ideas are in the right place, even if
John Key’s government is ‘‘shallow and timid’’.
Meanwhile, the Labour opposition is a ‘‘pitiful, narrow outfit’’,
riven by deluded atavism and filled
with gay and lesbian activists, he

says. Bassett points to a ‘‘great and
growing penumbra of welfare
recipients dragging New Zealand
society down’’, in particular to NZ’s
disability pension, which, like Australia’s, has ballooned for too long.
The Key government has managed to shave the core public service headcount by a few thousand
to 35,000. But that won’t be
enough to prevent the country’s
generous age pension — called
‘‘superannuation’’ in NZ — from
bankrupting the country unless
changes are made.
‘‘In future decades, the pension
here will cause budget deficits bigger than Greece’s unless changes
are made,’’ says Oliver Hartwich,
director of new Wellington-based
free-market think tank The New
Zealand Initiative.
New Zealanders at age 65 receive about two-thirds of the average wage, regardless of their assets
or income. The Key government is
sticking to its promise not to increase the retirement age despite
the Labour opposition’s promise
not to politicise it.
NZ’s public finances would be a
shambles were it not for a miniresources boom: dairy, meat and
forestry prices, NZ’s biggest
exports, pushed the terms of trade

‘People here seem to
harbour a real fear
of losing families
and friends to jobs in
Australia’
OLIVER HARTWICH
THE NEW ZEALAND INITIATIVE
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Christchurch’s city centre after the earthquake in March last year

to multi-decade highs last year.
Complaints about a high NZ dollar
and fears about excessive Chinese
investment animate debate in NZ
as much as in Australia. A recent
OECD report concluded that NZ’s
foreign investment regime is the
sixth-most restrictive in the developed world.
Deane, who is also a former
head of NZ’s public service, says
the country’s bent for environmental conservation is hobbling
its prosperity in terms of its ‘‘gold,
coal and substantial reserves of oil
and gas’’.
Competition with Australia has
long been a cultural fixture. ‘‘People are conscious Australia’s great
prosperity pulls New Zealand
along with it, but it also saps the
country’s population,’’ Hartwich
explains. ‘‘Everyone knows someone who lives in Australia and
people here seem to harbour a real
fear of losing families and friends
to jobs in Australia.’’
The Closer Economic Relations agreement, signed almost
30 years ago, ushered in relentless
waves of immigration to Australia.
About 480,000 New Zealanders
live permanently in Australia,
more than 10 per cent of the island
nation’s population. Last year a
record number, about 40,000 in
net terms, permanently crossed
the Tasman to Australia. NZ has
positive net migration with most
countries, but Australia’s pull is so
strong that total net migration was
actually minus 3200.
More tertiary-educated New
Zealanders live overseas — 26 per
cent — than those of any other
OECD country.
Bassett and Deane advocate
another bout of intense reform,
which Deane believes is often
sabotaged by a national media that
‘‘fails to appreciate the importance
of companies and markets’’ and is
far less ‘‘vigorous and insightful’’
than Australia’s.
English says the dramatic freemarket reforms of the 1980s had
‘‘created mistrust’’, arguing that a
slower pace of reform achieves
more in the long run.
‘‘Radical reform stopped in
1993, stabilised for a few years and
then went backwards,’’ he says,
referring to the left-of-centre
Clark Labour government, in
power for nine years from 1999.
Such rapid rounds of reform

might be harder. Under a referendum in 1993, NZ dumped its
Westminster parliamentary system in favour of a mixed-member
proportional (MMP) system,
modelled on continental European voting systems.
‘‘You can only ever win by a
couple of seats,’’ says English,
whose government, although popular, relies on the support of minor
parties to retain office. Bassett says
that the public was ‘‘stupid’’ to support the MMP system, which ‘‘puts
every road block imaginable in
front of a government.’’
The Key government’s recent
plan to privatise a set of hydroelectricity assets is a case in point.
The government relies on the
Maori Party to stay in government. After the announcement,
Maori tribes claimed ownership of
the water that drives the power
stations, based on a generous reading of the Treaty of Waitangi, NZ’s
foundation treaty, signed in 1840.
Bassett is scathing about NZ’s
allocation of special rights to
Maoris: ‘‘The idea that some
mythical date will arrive where no
more money will be asked from
taxpayers is hopelessly naive’’. He
says it would be ‘‘absolute madness’’ for Australia to adjust its
constitution to specifically mention Aboriginal people.
Economic reform might be
slower than desired, but the country is strengthening its relationship with the US, marred by a
30-year-old ban on US nuclear
ships in NZ ports.
‘‘We’ve continued to reopen the
relationship but the nuclear ban
will be for good,’’ says English, a
week after the US Defence Secretary Leon Panetta visited to
announce NZ’s navy would once
again be permitted to dock in US
ports and participate in joint military exercises.
Meanwhile, English says he
would be surprised if the Queen’s
passing prompted a republican debate. ‘‘For a while, people regarded
it as inevitable, but the debate receded along with the monarchy’s
renewed popularity and in the face
of economic challenges,’’ he says.
Hartwich, who also spent many
years in Australia, says New
Zealanders still evince a British reserve Australians have since shed:
‘‘Guy Fawkes’ Night is still celebrated here,’’ he points out.

MUCH has been made of the
rights of Aboriginal people in recent weeks, in the context of the
Queensland government’s intention to review the restrictive provisions of the alcohol management plans that apply to certain
remote indigenous communities.
Premier Campbell Newman
has invoked the image of a
worker, tired by the travails of a
hard day, being able to relax with
a beer while waiting for his
favourite show on television. For
most of us this probably conjures
various associations: partner in
the kitchen with a few lastminute flourishes for the evening
meal, calling to the kids to leave
their virtual reality worlds and
come to dinner and so forth.
But there are figures, such as
Noel Pearson and Marcia Langton, raising other kinds of rights,
to a life in which the fear of harm
is not omnipresent and in which
children can develop trust that
their family and community will
be safe and nurturing.
Are these parties talking about
the same people and places? This
difference is critical, it is not just
about positive v negative freedoms (freedom to as compared
with freedom from) but about
much more fundamental constraints on rights and privileges
that are associated with the histories of particular places.
The communities to which
laws restricting access to alcohol
apply contain a minority of
Queensland’s Aboriginal population but concentrate disadvantage and its social consequences.
There is more sickness, death,
child abuse and neglect (and,
consequently, removal), truancy,
offending, incarceration, violence and unemployment than is
the case for Aboriginal residents
of towns and cities. Indeed it is
with some justification that the
term ‘‘outback ghettos’’ has been
used, including by Pearson.
Ghetto implies confinement
and concentration that, in the
sense in which it was used before
and during World War II, means
state-sanctioned coercion supported by discriminatory legislation. But it has also come to be
commonly used to describe the
social confinement of particular
groups within otherwise free
societies as a consequence of
‘‘cultural exclusion’’. This is the
term Eugene Brody coined in the
1960s for continuing exclusion
even as discriminatory legislation is repealed, by denial of the
social means (language, literacy,
numeracy, skills) to access the
opportunities available to the
wider society.
The Aboriginal residents of
the discrete communities of
Queensland, which were previously feeding stations, missions
and government settlements,
have been ghettos in both senses,
and continue to be so in the latter
sense. Their residents’ rights remain compromised in terms of
‘‘freedom from’’ various harms,
but also functional ‘‘freedom to’’.
For instance, the vast majority
of Aboriginal families with whom
I work in remote communities
have profoundly restricted
means to enjoy the opportunities
available to most Australians if
they remain in those places, and
limited capacities to increase
their opportunities by moving
elsewhere (because of education,
life skills and so on). The situation
is compounded when they inter-

act with bureaucracies and the
legal system in terms of their abilities to represent themselves and
their interests.
So, consideration of the ‘‘right’’
to legally access alcohol is critically about place. The present arrangements relate only to place
and do not discriminate between
indigenous and non-indigenous
people. (Indeed, some politicians
were referred to the Crime and
Misconduct Commission in 2004
for having alcohol on a government plane visiting Lockhart
River.) All people are able to purchase and consume alcohol outside gazetted areas, and many do.
More important, though,
given that freedoms are already
constrained in these settings, we
should ask whether making alcohol more easily accessible will
add to, or detract from, the aggregate of freedoms experienced by
most residents.
That is a complex question,
and not a new one. Debates about
controls on the supply of alcohol
have been a main feature of local
politics and a driver of policy
since before I arrived two decades
ago, indeed from before the government opened wet canteens in
the 1970s and 80s. The arguments
remain the same and my sense is
that the motivations do as well.
There are many parties, including government, who have an investment in making alcohol
more freely available.
Rights have been central to
these arguments since the beginning, including their cynical invocation by Russ Hinze to drive
the government’s intention to
offset the costs of local government through the alcohol-

Premier Campbell
Newman has
invoked the image
of a worker being
able to relax with
a beer
mediated diversion of (commonwealth) welfare funding to newly
formed community councils in
the mid-80s. His position (if not
his argument) eventually prevailed and there began a period of
chaos, the consequences of which
are still with us.
This is not to suggest that all
the social problems besetting
these communities are because
of alcohol. There is truth to probably the most common rationalisation for lifting restrictions, that
they are really about ‘‘underlying
issues’’. But in three decades of
addressing underlying issues we
have not moved far. To the degree that we have moved at all, we
have done so in the past decade as
a consequence of systematic (albeit troubled) efforts to address
cultural exclusion (freedom to)
through welfare reform and education, and to increase security
(freedom from) by alcohol management. Neither of these are
perfect and possibly too much is
made of their successes, but in the
face of otherwise intransigent
problems across remote Aboriginal Australia, and in Cape York in
particular, they have made a difference where much else has not.
Early in 2010 I wrote a piece
for The Weekend Australian in
which I recalled a talk I had given
in Sydney two decades earlier to a
national Aboriginal mental
health conference. The message I
had hoped to get across related to
how the particular history of
these far north Queensland Aboriginal communities had resulted in complex and ambivalent attitudes towards health
professionals. I chose to be intentionally (and probably naively)

provocative by introducing the
presentation with a description of
widespread violence to nonindigenous nurses in those communities, which, in the early 90s,
was far higher than I had encountered anywhere else in Aboriginal settings. That violence was
amplified in the communities
and reflected in horrific rates of
injuries, deaths and incarceration, and conveyed to me daily
by terrified children and other
family members.
My point was that the particular history of north Queensland
communities was critical to
understanding why then, why
there and why those particular
victims, and that alcohol, as part
of that history, was the key, proximal mediator. It may not have
been the cause but was clearly the
behavioural enabler.
I reflected on that time in the
article because I was discussing
the institutional culture of security that was and remains pervasive, and the extent to which it
was, somewhat paradoxically,
about protecting carers from
those for whom they supposedly
care. Again, it was invoking the
history of place; those places.
The tensions are still there and
flare up, but the violence has
eased. It may be a reflection of
age but I now find myself trying
to emphasise to new staff arriving
in remote communities that
though behavioural health outcomes (from nutrition to smoking and drinking, and violence)
are bad, they are better than they
were, particularly violence.
I believe that the most important outcome has been very gradual improvements in the developmental environments of
young children, their ‘‘freedom
from’’.
So, given the frailty of memory
and the potency of interest, if
there is to be a review of alcohol
management in these settings
and if rights are to be part of the
debate, then a key issue that proponents must explain is how the
rights of those children will be
improved by increasing access to
alcohol. That discussion should
reflect not only on how bad the
situation was 20 years ago but
how much worse it would be now
if there had been another decade,
and generation, in which the capacities of parents and families to
ensure safety and nurturance
were further eroded.
Welfare reform and alcohol
restriction are coercive interventions with some untoward
negative outcomes, but they have
traction. It is facile to expect that
problems reflecting historical
processes, decades of disadvantage and social turmoil, mediated
through generational effects on
families and parenting, will turn
around in five to 10 years. I don’t
believe restricting access to alcohol is a long-term strategy, but
now is not the time to change.
These approaches need time and,
particularly as remote Aboriginal
communities are likely to be disproportionately and adversely affected by the Queensland government’s undermining of public
health capacity, we should maintain the course.
A week ago I was in a discussion with a nurse in a remote
community about a patient, in
the course of which she described
the ongoing turmoil in the community because of sly grog. Of
course, sly grog is an issue, but I
have no doubt that the problems
would be greater with increased
supply. Nor does she; I commented that the ground seemed
to be being prepared politically to
revoke the measures of the alcohol management plans, to
which her immediate response
was: ‘‘You’re kidding; if they do,
I’m out of here.’’
Sadly, the children in those
communities do not have that
choice.
Ernest Hunter is a medical
practitioner in north Queensland.
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